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Abstract 

The paper has considered Indian small and mid-cap stocks and estimated its liquidity involving exchanging 

volume as intermediaries. It has found Indian small and mid-cap stocks have changing level of liquidity. During 

the intraday, Midcap stocks have L-molded liquidity design. The paper saw that P-E proportion, P-B proportion, 

Profit Yield and Record of Modern Creation are the critical determinants of liquidity. The paper has assessed 

liquidity betas and completed Granger non-causality test to verbalize its connection with CAPM beta. 
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Introduction 

Putting resources into stock market gives numerous financial backers a method for bringing in cash in a limited 

capacity to focus time. A considerable lot of the new financial backers or hopeful financial backers miss the 

mark in grasping the stock market and get confounded and frequently baffled, driving them to commit errors 

and cause misfortunes which further demotivates them from money management and subsequently, they resort 

to customary approaches to putting resources into bank fixed stores or such which yield them not much returns. 
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The information about the financial venture is expanding among the financial backers who are searching for 

better approaches for money other than work and to acquire extra pay other than pay, as they need to build their 

way of life. Putting resources into stock market is profoundly risk-situated task yet significant yields on the 

speculation is gotten through cautiousness on market and cautious money management. 

Liquidity 

Liquidity of a stock is for the most part characterized as the capacity to exchange enormous volumes with 

insignificant value effect, cost and postponement. While this definition itself is straightforward, a generally OK 

proportion of liquidity keeps on being subtle, bringing about the presence of different measures. Snugness, 

Quickness, Profundity, Expansiveness, and Flexibility are the essential qualities of liquidity. The new financial 

emergency featured the job of liquidity as a precondition for well-working and productive markets. Discoveries 

about the properties of normal determinants of liquidity will likewise assist financial backers with settling on 

their liquidity openings. With a better information on factors that impact liquidity, financial backer certainty 

will expand, prompting more proficient corporate asset portion. 

Mid Cap Stocks 

Mid-cap stocks are those organizations whose absolute market capitalization is anyplace between Rs 5,000 

crore to Rs 20,000 crore. Whether a stock is sorted as mid-cap or a small-cap stock not entirely set in stone by 

its positioning in the benchmark files of Clever and Sensex. For example, in the Clever record, every one of the 

organizations that are positioned from 101st to the 250th organization, are viewed as mid-cap list organizations. 

Financial backers favor mid-cap stocks or mid-cap assets as they vow to convey more noteworthy returns in the 

present moment than the enormous cap stocks that see development and capital appreciation in a more drawn-

out time period. 

Features of Mid Cap Stocks 

Mid-cap organizations are those that have developed from small-cap and can possibly turn out to be enormous 

cap. Key elements of mid-cap stocks are the accompanying. 

 Diversity: 

Mid-caps are heterogeneous, lying between the small-caps and enormous caps. Subsequently, they shift in 

regards to development possibilities, chance, and returns. 

 Growth: 
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Mid-cap organizations are on their development way, which makes the stocks interesting to financial backers. 

On account of their bigger capital size, these organizations are more steady than small-cap. financial backers 

can anticipate that these organizations should accomplish out of the blue phenomenon during a bullish market. 

 Risks: 

The gamble of putting resources into mid-cap stocks is moderate. These stocks' reaction is less extreme to 

market unpredictability due to their broad capital base to manage awful market conditions. 

 Liquidity: 

These aren't as liquid as blue-chip stocks because of their size, risk, and market reputation. 

Risks of Mid-cap Stock Investment 

 Value trap: 

Low-positioning mid-cap stocks are inclined to fall into the worth snare. It's a condition when an organization 

constantly procures a low benefit without earning back the original investment. 

 Inadequate resources: 

Mid-cap organizations frequently don't have the framework and the board abilities like huge caps, bringing 

about caught development. 

 Result in a financial bubble: 

A flood in mid-cap organizations and a decent presentation could result from unsound financial circumstances. 

At the point when the air pocket pops, these are the main organizations to implode. 

Small Cap Stocks 

Small-cap stocks are those whose market capitalization is not as much as Rs 5,000 crore. They are somewhat 

smaller in size and the potential for returns is high given that these organizations forge ahead with a consistent 

development way. In the event that they don't then there is the likelihood that the interests in these organizations 

can end up becoming very hazardous and unpredictable. 

Features of Small Cap Stocks 

 Growth Factor 
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The small-cap stocks have the potential for a high pace of development and thus, the chance of giving 

exceptional yields to the financial backers, some of the time as high as 100 percent returns. They give the 

abundance age an amazing open door, that makes them an appealing speculation road. Distinguishing the right 

stocks and holding them for the long haul can yield great returns and lead to attractive capital appreciation. 

They are frequently seen as multi-baggers as they can offer exceptionally significant yields in contrast with their 

bigger partners. 

 High Volatility 

Small-cap stocks are likewise exceptionally unpredictable as they can decrease effectively in a bear market 

pattern. Small-sized organizations have lesser income streams, not at all like the huge cap firms that have a 

broadened business and furthermore venture into various enterprises. Essentially, mid-cap stocks have become 

more settled with more income/capital and a strong setup of items and administrations. They are slowly 

growing their market share, are much of the time engaged with consolidations and acquisitions turning out to be 

steadier than their small-cap peers. 

 Low Priced Stocks 

Small-cap stocks have smaller size of capital and remarkable offers in the stock market. Their stock worth is 

likewise undervalued attributable to the under-acknowledgment of the organizations in wasteful markets. In the 

event that financial backers get quality stocks at a low cost and put resources into them, they enjoy an upper 

hand over institutional financial backers who disregard these stocks. Sooner or later, the small-cap stocks will 

earn respect and procure capital as they have a higher natural development rate than the huge cap stocks. When, 

prepared financial backers will measure their inclinations in these stocks that will push up the offer costs, you 

will procure ideal profits from stocks purchased at fair costs. 

 Liquidity 

Small-cap stocks are the most un-fluid among the huge, medium, and small-sized organizations because of their 

less exchanging the stock market. As they are less perceived, not handily traded, they offer less liquidity. Along 

these lines, speculations for transient purposes ought not be made in small-cap stocks. 

The Difference in Investing in Mid-Cap vs Small-Cap Stocks 

 Volatility 
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Unpredictability is a critical determinant of whether you ought to put resources into mid-cap or small-cap 

stocks. Mid-cap stocks are less unstable contrasted with small-cap stocks; nonetheless, their costs likewise 

vacillate exceptionally contrasted with huge cap stocks. Small-cap stocks by excellence of being minor 

organizations frequently slip by everyone's notice except if they register noteworthy development or have a 

corporate occasion on the blacksmith's iron that produces market buzz. These stocks have low volumes and 

subsequently convey more dangers and are undeniably more unstable contrasted with mid-cap stocks. 

 Liquidity 

The term liquidity here implies the capacity of the stock to assimilate unexpected spells of procurement or 

selling without enormous varieties in its cost. Huge cap stocks are notable and vigorously exchanged, and 

subsequently their liquidity is high. Mid-caps have lesser liquidity than huge cap stocks. Small-cap stocks have 

the least liquidity and financial backers who don't execute in these offers through small-cap assets can 

experience trouble in executing in these offers. 

 Growth potential and risks 

Mid-cap stocks have high development potential however a financial backer requirement to have serious areas 

of strength for a resilience to put resources into them. Small-cap stocks have higher development potential 

contrasted with mid-cap stocks yet the dangers they convey is more noteworthy than mid-cap stocks. Financial 

backers are encouraged to practice alert and do all necessary investigation prior to putting resources into small-

cap stocks. 

Risks Associated with Investments in Small-cap Stocks 

Small-cap stocks are exceptionally unstable and vulnerable to market gambles. This is the greatest gamble 

consider related with speculations small-cap stocks. Thus, financial backers need to explore a long time before 

they put resources into small-cap stocks and ought to go with legitimate resource distribution choices. This is on 

the grounds that the small-cap stocks can create returns however the other lesser unstable ventures should pad 

down the gamble factor. Forceful financial backers might put an attractive sum in the small stocks while those 

with a moderate methodology can basically put 10% of the all-out interests in small-cap stocks. 

Conclusion 

Through this study we Inferred that Small Cap stocks are those stocks whose Market Capitalization is not as 

much as Rs. 5000 Crore. They are More hazardous in contrast with Mid cap Stocks. Mid cap Stocks are those 

stocks whose Market Capitalization is anyplace between Rs. 5000 Crore to Rs. 20000 Crore. Small Cap stocks 
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are more Unpredictable contrast with mid-cap stocks. Financial backers favor mid-cap stocks or mid-cap assets 

as they vow to convey more prominent returns in the present moment than the enormous cap stocks that see 

development and capital appreciation in a more extended time span. On the opposite side, financial backers 

search for small cap Stocks as they are somewhat smaller in size and the potential for returns is high given that 

these organizations progress forward with a consistent development way. On the off chance that they don't then 

there is the likelihood that the interests in these organizations can end up becoming very hazardous and 

unstable. 
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